
Over the past two decades, microorganisms have been engi-
neered to produce high-value chemicals ranging from 
biofuels to pharmaceuticals1–4. The ability to fine-tune 

pathway fluxes is crucial to maximizing cell productivity and prod-
uct titer5–7. However, tedious, and often unrewarding optimization 
of the turnover and expression rates is required to minimize the 
stress inflicted by the new pathway on endogenous metabolism8,9. 
Traditional approaches based on overexpression of rate-limiting 
enzymes and deletion of competing pathways are mostly static in 
nature and do not provide dynamic regulation of pathway fluxes 
based on cellular resource availability7. A wide range of genetic 
circuit designs have been implemented to provide dynamic con-
trol of gene expression and pathway fluxes, resulting in substantial 
improvements in product titers10–12. Although these dynamic strate-
gies exhibit excellent and rapid ‘upregulation’ control, downregu-
lation of specific pathway flux is much slower because it requires 
degradation of the associated biological components such as pro-
teins and RNAs. Ideally, post-translational modulation without 
altering enzyme levels can be exploited to provide on-demand flux 
control in a highly dynamic manner13.

Nature has evolved an alternative strategy to regulate complex 
metabolic reactions by the formation of metabolons to elicit prox-
imity control over enzyme organization14. Metabolons are multien-
zyme complexes that allow the product of one enzyme to be quickly 
processed by the downstream enzymes to increase overall metabolic 
flux15,16. Substrate channeling of intermediates limits their diffu-
sion into the cytoplasm, maintains separate pools of intermediates, 
facilitates fast turnover of labile or toxic intermediates and prevents 
undesired cross-talk between different metabolic pathways. In some 
eukaryotes, metabolon formation can be dynamically modulated to 
enable rapid switching of biosynthesis profiles to prioritize cellular 
resources17,18. Considering their natural importance in redirecting 
metabolic resources, dynamic metabolons offer an untapped syn-
thetic biology strategy to rapidly up- and downregulate metabolic 
pathways beyond altering the expression level or turnover rate of 
the enzymes involved. Synthetic metabolons have been created 
using artificial protein or DNA scaffolds to colocalize enzymes in a  

controlled manner for enhanced product synthesis19–22. Despite their 
success in improving product yields, current synthetic metabolons 
are based on static assembly and lack the ability to dynamically dis/
assemble based on endogenous cellular cues19,23.

RNA scaffolds have emerged as an attractive strategy to guide 
the assembly of synthetic metabolons because highly organized 
structures can be achieved simply by the expression of different 
RNA transcripts24. Target proteins are recruited onto these scaffolds 
by insertion of protein-binding RNA moieties into defined loca-
tions25,26. Moreover, dynamic RNA–RNA assembly can be induced 
using toehold-mediated strand displacement (TMSD)27–29. A strat-
egy that combines the predictability of RNA hybridization and the 
ease of RNA processing while offering reversible metabolon assem-
bly on demand will greatly accelerate the use of RNA scaffolds for 
modulating a wide range of cellular functions.

The Cas6 family of proteins are small (~25 kDa) endoribonucle-
ases from the Type I Cascade system that bind in a sequence-specific 
manner to short RNA hairpin structures (20–30 bp) and cleave at 
the 3′ end to generate CRISPR RNAs containing a unique 5′ RNA 
handle30. After cleavage, the Cas6 protein stays bound to the hairpin 
with pM affinity31–34. By taking advantage of the hairpin specificity 
of two well-characterized Cas6 proteins, Csy4 from Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa35,36 and Cse3 from Escherichia coli37, we set out to gener-
ate orthogonal protein–RNA hybrids suitable for dynamic assembly 
(Fig. 1a). A single RNA scaffold is first used to recruit two orthogonal 
Cas6–enzyme fusions onto their respective hairpin. After cleavage of 
the RNA scaffold by the first Cas6 protein at the 3′ end, two unique 
enzyme–RNA complexes are generated. Spontaneous formation of 
an enzyme complex is achieved based on hybridization between the 
two complementary 5′ RNA handles. A small toehold sequence is 
added to the 5′ end of the hybridization sequence to drive the spon-
taneous TMSD reaction in the presence of an RNA trigger.

Here, we report a modular toolkit for dynamic metabo-
lon assembly by combining the RNA processing capability of 
CRISPR–Cas6 proteins with TMSD. By exploiting the native 
function of CRISPR–Cas6 to cleave and form stable Cas6–RNA 
complexes38, we successfully repurposed the Cas6 family of  
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proteins for site-specific RNA binding/processing and the sub-
sequent assembly of metabolons based on flanking RNA hybrid-
ization. Dynamic assembling was made possible by RNA-driven 
strand displacement to enable on or off control of enzyme func-
tion and metabolite synthesis.

Results
Orthogonal Cas6 proteins for RNA-guided protein assembly. To 
demonstrate the use of Cas6 fusions for RNA-guided protein assem-
bly, the split nanoluciferase (Nluc) system was first selected because 
of its low noise-to-signal ratio and the ability to provide real-time 
monitoring of protein assembly and disassembly39. The split Nluc is 
comprised of two components, the Large BiT (LgBiT) of ~18 kDa and 
the Small BiT (SmBiT) of ~1.3 kDa. The two components on their 
own demonstrate limited association and activity. When brought  

together by a strong interacting pair, they reconstitute into a fully 
functional Nluc.

The Cas6 strategy was first tested for in vitro split Nluc assembly 
based on hybridization between the two complementary 5′ RNA 
handles (Extended Data Fig. 1a). We created two Csy4 fusions, 
one with LgBiT (Lg) and one with SmBiT (Sm) (Extended Data 
Fig. 1b). Two synthetic RNA transcripts (named A or B) contain-
ing the Csy4 hairpin sequence and a flanking sequence (13 nucleo-
tides) complementary to each other were synthesized by in vitro 
transcription (Extended Data Fig. 1c). Different combinations 
were mixed and incubated for 30 min to generate protein–RNA 
complexes (Extended Data Fig. 1d). Lg-A alone exhibited only a 
low level of luminescence, whereas Sm-B was completely inac-
tive. Mixing Lg and Sm together resulted in a twofold increase in 
luminescence, indicative of low background affinity. Only mixing  
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Fig. 1 | Dynamic assembly of metabolon by Cas6-mediated RNA display. a, Different enzyme–RNA hybrids are generated by Cas6-mediated binding and 
cleavage to drive metabolon assembly, which increases metabolic flux through the pathway by substrate channeling. Expression of a specific RNA trigger 
disrupts hybridization by TMSD, resulting in disassembly of metabolon. b, Schematic of in vivo assembly of split Nluc. c, Luminescence levels of different 
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was detected only when both Cas6 fusions and RNA scaffold were induced. d, Stability of the assembled split Nluc. The fold increase in luminescence 
continued to increase with time. Results are presented as mean ± s.d. of three biological replicates.
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of Lg-A and Sm-B that are capable of hybridization increased lumi-
nescence by threefold over the background signal of the Lg-Sm 
sample, consistent with the proximity-based activity reconstitution. 
By contrast, mixing of Lg-A and Sm-C (an RNA transcript contain-
ing a scrambled binding sequence) only resulted in background 
signal. Collectively, these results clearly demonstrated the ability of 
Csy4-mediated protein colocalization and activity reconstitution 
based on specific RNA-guided assembly, a key feature necessary for 
our Cas6-based enzyme assembly strategy.

To adapt the strategy for in vivo assembly, Csy4–SmBiT was 
replaced with Cse3–SmBiT. Cse3 is an orthogonal Cas6 protein 
with a distinct hairpin-binding sequence, which ensured the selec-
tive colocalization of SmBiT and LgBiT after hybridization (Fig. 1b). 
A long scaffold RNA containing two distinct Cas6 RNA-binding 
hairpins and complementary 5′ hybridization sequences was used 
such that Csy4 and Cse3 can bind and cleave the RNA scaffold into 
two smaller RNA transcripts that can hybridize together to guide 
split Nluc assembly. A 5′ toehold is added to the Cse3 sequence to 
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allow potential strand displacement. Expression of individual com-
ponents was achieved using a three-promoter, two-plasmid system 
(Extended Data Fig. 2a). Expression of either one or both fusion 
proteins alone (Extended Data Fig. 2b) without the RNA scaffold 
resulted in only background luminescence (Fig. 1c). Coexpression 
of the RNA scaffold increased luminescence by ninefold, indicating 
that all three components are required for in vivo protein assembly 
(Fig. 1c). Because an increase in luminescence was detected only 
2.5 h after induction, this result demonstrates that the RNA scaf-
fold was processed correctly and rapidly in vivo by the two Cas6 
proteins, and sequences capable of hybridization were successful 
in bringing LgBiT and SmBiT together for reconstitution even in a 
crowded cellular environment.

To further test the stability of the assembly, the two Cas6 fusions 
were combined into one anhydrotetracycline (aTc)-inducible operon 
to allow better balance in expression (Extended Data Fig. 2c). Again, 
a ninefold increase in luminescence was observed rapidly at 2.5 h 
post induction, a level comparable with that of the three-promoter 
system (Fig. 1d). The luminescence level increased drastically over 
time, peaking at ~205-fold at 7.5 h. The sharp increase in lumi-
nescence supports continuous accumulation of all Cas6 compo-
nents and the highly stable nature of the intracellular-assembled 
protein–RNA complex during exponential growth. The drop in 
luminescence at 11 h is mainly due to the transition to stationary 
growth, which resulted in both protein and RNA turnover. The 
physical tethering of the two Cas6 proteins by RNA hybridization 
was further confirmed by coimmunoprecipitation using an anti-his 
mouse antibody (Extended Data Fig. 2d). This was accomplished by 
replacing the his tag on Cse3–SmBiT with a FLAG tag. Both Csy4–
LgBiT-his and Cse3–SmBiT-FLAG were recovered when the RNA 
scaffold was coexpressed. This result confirms that the increase in 
luminescence observed upon scaffold induction is indeed due to the 
colocalization of the LgBiT and the SmBiT on the RNA scaffold.

In addition to the 13-bp hybridization region, we further tested 
the use of longer 5′ handles for split Nluc assembly (Extended Data 

Fig. 3a). The two additional hybridization lengths would corre-
spond to a greater distance between the scaffolded proteins, as well 
as different orientations (cis or trans). Although the longer hybrid-
ization lengths were less efficient, the 26-bp design is slightly better, 
suggesting that the proper orientations may be more important than 
the hybridization length (Extended Data Fig. 3b).

Dynamic protein disassembly via TMSD (Turn-Off system). 
Having demonstrated the in vivo Cas6-mediated protein assem-
bly with high stability and specificity, we next tested the ability for 
dynamic disassembly via TMSD (Fig. 2a). Three separate trigger 
RNAs—a regular trigger, a fully scrambled trigger and a scrambled 
toehold trigger—were designed and placed under the control of a 
pBAD arabinose-inducible promoter (Fig. 2b). If dissociation is 
exclusively triggered via TMSD, we would expect a drop in lumines-
cence only using the regular trigger sequence. After inducing pro-
duction of Cas6 fusions and the scaffold RNA, the different trigger 
RNAs were induced 2.5 h later. In the presence of a regular trigger, a 
55% drop in luminescence was observed 5 h post trigger induction 
(Fig. 2c). In comparison, when the fully scrambled trigger or the 
scrambled toehold trigger was induced, no change in luminescence 
was detected. The results highlight that dynamic disassembly occurs 
only in the presence of a correct trigger RNA and that the driving 
force of the disassembly is TMSD.

We next tested to see whether a full-length mRNA can act as a 
trigger for split Nluc disassembly. The mCherry mRNA was chosen 
as the target because we can easily follow expression on a real-time 
basis. We designed a new scaffold RNA by replacing the toehold and 
hybridization region to be responsive to the mCherry mRNA. After 
inducing expression of the Cas6 fusions and RNA scaffold, mCherry 
expression was turned on by arabinose addition. Although the 
luminescence levels continued to decrease with time independent 
of the timing of mCherry induction, the greatest level of reduction 
was observed when mCherry was coinduced with the Cas6 fusions 
and RNA scaffold. (Fig. 2d). More importantly, no notable decrease 
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in mCherry fluorescence was observed, indicating that translation 
is not inhibited even after the mRNAs were used as the trigger for 
TMSD (Fig. 2d). These results highlight the feasibility of creating a 
‘Turn-Off ’ system that is responsive to native mRNAs without com-
promising their endogenous cellular functions.

Although the displacement rate is slightly slower than the smaller 
synthetic trigger, this is expected because of the presence of more 
secondary structures on the longer mRNA27. Another potential 
reason for the slower displacement is probably the continuous syn-
thesis of new RNA scaffolds, which must be displaced in addition 
to the already hybridized ones. This was confirmed by performing 
a medium exchange experiment by removing both aTc and IPTG 
before inducing mCherry expression with arabinose. Consistent 
with other in vivo TMSD results, a rapid decline in luminescence 
was detected within 1 h with almost complete disassembly to the 
background level observed within 3 h (Extended Data Fig. 4). These 
results demonstrated that protein disassembly based on in vivo 
TMSD is fast and efficient.

Dynamic protein assembly. To provide fully dynamic assembly, 
cycling between the assembled and disassembled states is needed. 
The proposed cycling system, shown in Fig. 3a, builds on the direct 
assembly system developed above. The trigger sequence used above 
for disassembly was extended by 18 nucleotides. This extension 
serves as a secondary toehold, upon which a second trigger (T2) can 
bind and sequester the primary trigger (T1). Upon this binding, the 
scaffold RNAs are free to reassemble. The individual triggers can 
be expressed sequentially to drive disassembly followed by assem-
bly (T1 first, followed by T2). The secondary toehold sequence (3*) 
was designed to be longer with higher GC content than the primary 
toehold sequence (2) to promote rapid and strong binding of the T1 
and T2 RNA sequences. The new sequences were designed to have 
minimum secondary structures using NUPACK40. The dual plas-
mid system is shown in Extended Data Fig. 5.

The cycling experiment was performed by cotransforming  
E. coli with the trigger plasmid and the RNA scaffold/protein plas-
mid. Two hours after RNA scaffold and protein induction with aTc,
IPTG was added to induce T1 expression. Two hours following T1
induction, arabinose was added to induce T2 expression. A control
in which only the RNA scaffold and proteins were produced with-
out T1 and T2 induction was also included to measure the lumines-
cence of the assembled Nluc without cycling. Data shown in Fig. 3b
represent the luminescence ratio of cultures with cycling (that is,
T1 and T2 induction) to that without cycling. The luminescence
levels of both cultures were similar before T1 induction, suggest-
ing little variability in the split Nluc assembly. Two hours after T1
induction, the luminescence ratio decreased to 0.7, indicating that
30% of the reconstituted split Nluc was disassembled by strand dis-
placement. The level of scaffold disassembly aligns with the original 
disassembly experiments in which a 55% drop in luminescence was
observed 5 h after induction of the trigger strand. More importantly, 
a luminescence ratio of 1 was again detected 2 h after T2 induction,
indicating that the second trigger can successfully reassemble split
Nluc to a similar level as the control. These results demonstrate that 
protein assembly can dynamically cycle between the ON and OFF
states with simple toehold design using cascading trigger strands.

Dynamic protein assembly via TMSD (Turn-On system). To 
achieve fully dynamic assembly, the Cas6 system was redesigned 
to activate protein assembly upon trigger induction. The system 
architecture was modified by splitting the scaffold RNA into two 
distinct sequences (Fig. 4a). The hybridization region on the Csy4 
RNA scaffold is initially sequestered by a kinetically trapped hairpin 
followed by a toehold sequence. The Cse3 RNA scaffold is designed 
to contain two extra nucleotides in the 5′ hybridization region (2) to 
favor binding with the Csy4 RNA scaffold rather than with the trig-
ger. Expression of the correct trigger sequence unlocks the blocked 
hybridization region of the Csy4 scaffold RNA to drive protein 
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assembly. To achieve this new design, the trigger RNA was placed 
under IPTG induction, whereas the two scaffold RNA molecules 
were expressed separately under the constitutive promoter J2310041. 
Both Cas6 fusions were still expressed via aTc induction. Three sep-
arate constructs, each expressing a different trigger RNA sequence 
(Fig. 4b) were created to assess the Turn-On assembly via TMSD.

Expression of the regular trigger strand resulted in a 200-fold 
increase in luminescence at the peak (Fig. 4c), which is compara-
ble with the luminescence levels observed in the original scaffold 
configuration (Extended Data Fig. 6). However, a much lower fold 
increase in luminescence was observed for cells expressing either a 
fully scrambled trigger or a scramble toehold trigger. This indicates 
that the ‘Turn-On’ design can successfully activate protein assem-
bly upon expression of a correct trigger sequence. The ‘Turn-On’ 
architecture can potentially overlay with the original ‘Turn-Off ’ 
system to afford dynamic switching from one assembly state to the 
other using two orthogonal triggers. It should be noted that is some 
increase in luminescence even with the incorrect trigger sequences 
indicating that the blocking might not be perfect. This can be mini-
mized by extending the stem region of the hairpin27,28.

Enhanced indole-3-acetic acid synthesis by metabolon assembly. 
Our Cas6-mediated, RNA-driven approach for protein assembly 
is further exploited to create synthetic metabolons for enhanced 
product synthesis. The ability to dynamically modulate metabo-
lon assembly using orthogonal RNA triggers has the potential to 
provide on-demand control of metabolic flux. As a model system, 
we designed a simple two-enzyme metabolon to control the flux 
through the indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) production pathway.

IAA is produced from tryptophan in a two-step enzymatic reac-
tion (Fig. 5a). Tryptophan-2-monooxygenase (IaaM) first converts 
tryptophan to indole-3-acetamide, which is subsequently con-
verted to IAA by indoleacetamide hydrolase (IaaH). The pathway 
was selected because it has two steps, with relatively small proteins, 

and use of synthetic metabolon has been shown to enhance IAA 
synthesis42. To adapt our designs to the IAA pathway, we replaced 
the LgBiT and SmBiT portion of the fusion proteins to generate 
Csy4–IaaM and Cse3–IaaH. The protein operon was again placed 
under aTc induction, whereas the scaffold RNA was either under 
IPTG induction or controlled by the constitutive promoter J23100 
depending on the design architecture (Extended Data Fig. 7).

To guide formation of the IaaM/IaaH metabolon, IPTG was 
added to induce expression of the RNA scaffold or the trigger in the 
‘Turn-On’ system. Two different aTc levels, low (1 ng μl−1) and high 
(100 ng μl−1), were used to ensure that protein expression has the 
minimum impact of enhancing IAA synthesis. Cells were cultured 
for 16 h, after which the supernatant was harvested and the prod-
uct titer was measured via HPLC. Independent of enzyme expres-
sion levels, coexpression of the RNA scaffold greatly increased 
IAA titers demonstrating successful assembly of the metabolon  
(Fig. 5b). Although up to a ninefold increase in IAA titer was 
observed in the low protein expression regime, only a 2.7-fold 
enhancement was obtained at higher protein expression. This is 
consistent with other reports suggesting that enzyme concentration 
directly influences the substrate channeling efficiency with lower 
enhancement expected at higher concentrations because of enzyme 
crowding43. It should be noted that a similar IAA titer was achieved 
for the low protein induction culture assembling metabolon and 
the high induction culture without metabolon, indicating that the 
metabolon can effectively boost the IAA flux even at a 100-fold 
lower protein induction level.

More importantly, a similar level of enhancement in IAA produc-
tion was observed using the ‘Turn-On’ design (Fig. 5b). In this case, 
higher IAA titers were detected only when the trigger was induced 
with 300 μM IPTG. The level of enhancement was 4.5- and 3-fold 
for the low and high protein induction level, respectively. Whereas 
the ‘Turn-On’ system had a slightly lower fold increase probably due 
to higher background metabolon assembly, this design when com-
bined with the ‘Turn-Off ’ architecture offers the potential to pro-
vide autonomous and dynamic switching of metabolic flux based on 
intracellular mRNA levels as indicators.

Metabolon assembly using multimeric enzymes. To demonstrate 
that this strategy could be used to assemble metabolons using 
larger, multimeric enzymes, we created a new enzyme assem-
bly to improve malate production by rerouting flux through the 
glyoxylate shunt. The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDH), 
which converts pyruvate to acetyl-CoA, and isocitrate lyase (ICL), 
which converts isocitrate to glyoxylate and succinate, were chosen. 
Because malate synthase (MS) requires both acetyl-CoA and glyox-
ylate to form malate (Fig. 6a), assembling PDH and ICL together 
would help increase the throughput of MS by creating an envi-
ronment with a localized increase in the concentrations of both 
substrates required for the reaction to proceed forward (Fig. 6b). 
Because PDH is a large complex composed of three subunits—E1, 
E2 and E3 (ref. 44)—and ICL is a tetramer45, successful assembly of 
these two enzymes allows us to demonstrate the ability to general-
ize the Cas6-mediated strategy for more complex enzyme cascades. 
More importantly, effective product titer increase with this method 
of scaffolding would be a promising approach to metabolic engi-
neering via substrate clustering.

To test the design, E. coli cells were cotransformed with the plas-
mids shown in Extended Data Fig. 8. Cells were cultured in Terrific 
Broth (TB) supplemented with 20 g L−1 of glucose. The high level 
of glucose was added to ensure that reactions in the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle are driven to the forward reaction. Cultures were induced 
with 100 ng ml−1 aTc to induce protein expression. Different levels 
of IPTG were used to assess the impact of RNA scaffold expression 
on malate production. Cultures were grown for 24 h, after which the 
supernatant was harvested for HPLC analysis. In addition to direct 
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enzyme assembly, trigger-mediated assembly and a control express-
ing split Nluc were used for comparison.

For the direct assembly strategy, a background level of 0.2 mM 
of malate was observed (N) (Fig. 6c) when no fusion enzymes were 
expressed. When just the fusion enzymes were induced with aTc 
(A), the level of malate in the system was unchanged, indicating 
that fusion enzymes alone are not enough to drive flux through the 
glyoxylate shunt and increase malate production. However, when 
the scaffold was induced alongside the fusion enzymes, a maximum 
threefold increase in malate production was observed. The high-
est fold change was observed with the intermediate induction (0.1× 
IPTG or 30 μM) because excess RNA scaffold probably results in the 
formation of RNA hybrids containing only one of the two enzymes. 

More importantly, induction of RNA scaffold by itself without the 
fusion enzymes (control) has no impact on malate production. 
Collectively, these results provide strong evidence that the direct 
assembly system can increase malate production in vivo as expected 
via the proposed substrate clustering approach.

Enhancements in malate production were similarly observed 
using the ‘Turn-On’ design. A slightly higher level of malate was 
detected when only the enzymes were expressed. The higher level 
of background assembly could be a result of the unstable hairpin 
structure used in the ‘Turn-On’ design leading to a small level of 
background assembly. However, inducing trigger expression by 
IPTG still resulted in increased malate production, peaking at 
around 2.9-fold with the strongest induction condition (1× IPTG 
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or 300 μM). Even with the higher background assembly, the overall 
fold increase in malate production is comparable with that of the 
direct assembly system.

Discussion
In nature, many enzymes are frequently clustered together to form 
a functional metabolon to enhance the efficiency of metabolism via 
a process called substrate channeling15. In some organisms, switch-
able biosynthesis can be achieved in a highly dynamic manner by 
controlling the spatial and temporal organization of these supra-
molecular complexes16,17. Here, we demonstrate a new framework 
based on orthogonal Cas6 proteins to create dynamic metabolons 
by combining the predictability of RNA hybridization and the ease 
of RNA processing, while offering reversible protein assembly on 
demand, for metabolic pathway regulation. We successfully repur-
pose the unique ability of Cas6 family proteins to specifically bind 
and cleave long RNAs into shorter RNA scaffolds containing the 
desired 5′ flanking sequence38 to generate orthogonal protein–
RNA hybrids suitable for colocalization based on RNA hybridiza-
tion. Selective disassembly or assembly by mRNA-driven TMSD 
is used to elicit dynamic modulation. Our strategy offers a simple 
‘plug and play’ design and can be easily manipulated by chang-
ing RNA sequences or by replacing the fused proteins of interest. 
Because TMSD is elicited in a sequence-specific manner, the high 
degree of specificity for both hybridization and strand displacement 
results in minimal cross-talk between our synthetic designs and  
endogenous information.

Using split Nluc assembly as a model system, our results dem-
onstrate that assembly is dependent on having the correct RNA 5′ 
hybridization regions. The simplicity of the design enables us to 
create RNA scaffolds to guide protein assembly with precise con-
trol. Although the effect on split Nluc assembly is minimal, the 
flexibility to tune protein spacing and orientation will likely have a 
bigger impact on the catalysis efficiency of the assembled metabo-
lon. Addition of a flanking toehold sequence allows selective disas-
sembly only upon induction of a correct trigger strand, highlighting 
the highly specific nature of the design. With only minor refine-
ments, we successfully extend the ‘Turn-Off ’ strategy by using the 
full-length mCherry mRNA as a trigger, suggesting the feasibility 
to interface native signals to synthetic cellular outputs. Although 
the initial disassembly using mCherry achieves a reduction in 
luminescence of more than 50% at 5 h post trigger induction, the 
slower than expected displacement kinetics is due to competition 
of newly synthesized RNA scaffolds for the mCherry trigger, as 
demonstrated by our medium exchange experiment. It may be pos-
sible to take advantage our recent toehold-gated dCas9 system27 to 
concomitantly downregulate protein and RNA scaffold synthesis 
using the same RNA trigger to improve the disassembly kinetics. 
The kinetics of the displacement reaction can be further enhanced 
by optimizing the toehold sequence through either increasing the 
length and/or redesigning the sequence to confer stronger binding 
characteristics46.

The flexibility of the design allows us to insert a hairpin into the 
Csy4 portion of the RNA scaffold to block the initial hybridization 
until an appropriate RNA trigger is expressed to release the block-
ing. By developing both a ‘Turn-On’ and a ‘Turn-Off ’ system that 
are controlled by two orthogonal RNA triggers, we are expand-
ing the capabilities of the Cas6 toolkit for dynamic assembly. The 
Turn-Off module can be used to downregulate metabolic flux in 
the case of toxic product accumulation to keep the concentration of 
the said product within acceptable levels. By contrast, the Turn-On 
system can be used to increase metabolic flux through protein local-
ization only when substrate availability is at an optimum. By com-
bining these two features, the synthetic scaffold strategy developed 
here has the ability to transition from the assembled to the disas-
sembled state and vice versa.

Because the main benefit of the spatiotemporal control of pro-
tein localization is to increase metabolic flux in non-native path-
ways by imitating substrate channeling seen in natural metabolons, 
we demonstrate that both scaffolding architectures are successful 
in creating synthetic metabolons to substantially increase the IAA 
titer. Although a modest level of background split Nluc assembly 
is observed for the ‘Turn-On’ strategy, this is not the case for IAA 
synthesis. This is mostly likely due to the inherent background 
affinity between LgBiT and SmBiT in the micromolar range. Even 
more interesting is the fact that in the presence of the RNA scaffold, 
100-fold less induction can be used to achieve a similar product
titer to that in the condition with only protein expression. This indi-
cates that Cas6-mediated assembly is highly effective in colocalizing 
enzymes for enhanced pathway efficiency.

Although we only demonstrated the assembly of a two-enzyme 
metabolon, the current framework can be expanded to larger meta-
bolic pathways either by using longer RNA handles to recruit more 
enzymes using addition Cas6 proteins or by incorporating other 
Type I CRISPR–Cas system proteins for more complex assemblies. 
Ideally, this assembly approach can be used for other proximity-based 
cellular controls such as phosphorylation and protein degradation. 
These applications are currently under investigation.
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Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). The cells were lysed with a standard sonication 
protocol and then centrifuged (30,000 r.p.m. for 15 min) to separate the soluble 
and insoluble phases. The fusion proteins were purified using a standard histidine 
tag purification protocol with Ni-NTA His•Bind Resin (MilliporeSigma). Protein 
concentration was measured using a standard Bradford assay and protein purity was 
assessed by running samples using PAGE with a 7.5% SDS acrylamide gel.

The scaffold RNAs (A, B, C) were synthesized in vitro using oligonucleotides 
that were synthesized and purified by a commercial vendor (Integrated DNA 
Technologies). Transcription was performed using the HiScribe T7 Quick High 
Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (NEB) and purified by standard phenol–chloroform 
extraction and ethanol precipitation. RNA purity and quality were analyzed 
by spectrophotometry on a NanoDrop 2000 UV–Vis spectrophotometer 
(ThermoFisher Scientific) and PAGE using a 8 M urea 10% polyacrylamide gel.

For the in vitro assay, the purified proteins and scaffold RNAs were mixed 
in equimolar ratios (10 nm) in a Costar black 96-well plate and incubated for 
15 min at 37 °C while shaken in binding buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris–HCl, 
10 mM MgCl2, 100 μg ml−1 BSA, pH 7.9). Following incubation, luminescence was 
measured according to NanoGlo vendor’s instructions (Promega) using a Synergy 
H4 Hybrid microplate reader. The data was analyzed using Gen5 software 
(BioTek Instruments).

In vivo scaffold hybridization assay. Depending on the experiment performed, 
the corresponding plasmids were transformed into BL21-Gold(DE3) E. coli cells 
via heat shock and plated on LB medium (10 g l−1 tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 
10 g l−1 NaCl, 15 g l−1 agar) with ampicillin (100 μg ml−1) and chloramphenicol 
(25 μg ml−1) antibiotics for selection. Colonies were picked from the agar plates 
and cultured overnight in TB supplemented with 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and 
25 μg ml−1 chloramphenicol at 37 °C. The following day these cultures were used 
to inoculate subcultures at an OD of ~0.05. The subcultures were grown to an OD 
of ~1.2 at which time they were induced with the appropriate inducer depending 
on the promoter system. For the pLlacO-1 promoter, 300 μM IPTG was used, for 
the pLtetO-1 promoter, 1 ng ml−1 of anhydrotetracycline was used, and for the 
pBAD promoter, 1% w/v arabinose was used. The pLlacO-1 promoter controlled 
scaffold RNA expression, the pLtetO-1 promoter controlled protein expression and 
the pBAD promoter controlled trigger expression in the original system. For the 
Turn-On system, the scaffold RNA was expressed constitutively using the j23100 
promoter and the trigger was expressed using the pLlacO-1 promoter. Depending 
on the experiment, time points were taken at 2.5, 5 and 7.5 h.

For each time point, the OD of the cultures was measured first after samples 
were taken, and live cells were harvested by centrifuging at 2,500 r.p.m. for 5 min. 
The samples were resuspended at an OD of 2.0 in 200 μl of PBS. Then 100 μl of 
each sample was combined with 100 μl of the NanoGlo buffer/substrate mix in a 
96-well Costar black plate. Luminescence was measured according to NanoGlo 
vendor’s instructions for 45 min (Promega) using a Synergy H4 Hybrid microplate 
reader. Data were analyzed using Gen5 software (BioTek Instruments).

Scaffold dissociation and media exchange assay. For the scaffold dissociation 
experiments, the method used up to induction of the proteins and scaffold RNA 
was identical to that outlined for scaffold assembly. The plasmids used for the 
scaffold dissociation assays are listed in Supplementary Table 1. These were 
cotransformed with CR424. Two and a half hours after the protein (IPTG) and 
scaffold RNA (aTc) were induced, the trigger RNA was induced using arabinose 
(1% w/v). Luminescence was measured 5 h after trigger induction, following the 
method outlined in the in vivo scaffold hybridization assay section.

For the scaffold dissociation experiments using mRNA as the trigger sequence, 
plasmid CR652 was used. The same process was followed for induction, except 
in this case the mCherry sequence was induced at 0, 2.5 or 5 h following protein 
and scaffold RNA induction (again with 1% arabinose w/v). Luminescence was 
measured using previously outlined methods. For the fluorescence measurements, 
50 μl of the samples (at an OD of 2.0) was combined with 150 μl of PBS in different 
wells of a Costar black 96-well plate to a final OD of 0.5. Fluorescence was 
measured using a Synergy H4 Hybrid microplate reader with excitation at 580 nm. 
The reported fluorescence values represent the peak emission signal observed at 
610 nm. The data were also analyzed using Gen5 software (BioTek Instruments).

For the media exchange experiments, the same initial method was followed 
as outlined above. At 2.5 h after induction of the proteins and scaffold RNA, the 
first time point luminescence measurement was taken. Samples were pelleted 
by centrifugation at 2,500 r.p.m. for 5 min, washed once with PBS and pelleted 
again. After that, one sample was resuspended in fresh TB media with 100 μg ml−1 
ampicillin and 25 μg ml−1 chloramphenicol (no trigger induction) and one sample 
was resuspended in fresh TB media with 100 μg ml−1 ampicillin, 25 μg ml−1 
chloramphenicol and 1% arabinose w/v (trigger induced). Luminescence was 
measured again 1 and 3 h post media exchange using the method outlined earlier.

Dynamic cycling of enzyme assembly. The corresponding plasmids were 
transformed into E. coli BL21-Gold(DE3) cells via heat shock and plated on 
LB medium (10 g l−1 tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 10 g l−1 NaCl, 15 g l−1 agar) 
with ampicillin (100 μg ml−1) and chloramphenicol (25 μg ml−1) antibiotics for 
selection. Colonies were picked from the agar plates and cultured overnight in TB 

Methods
Strains used and plasmid construction. All strains and plasmids used for this 
study are listed in Supplementary Table 1.

The plasmids used for the in vitro assay containing the fusion proteins 
Csy4–LgBiT or Csy4–SmBiT were created using the high-copy pET29b 
plasmid backbone. The plasmid contained a pLlacO-1 promoter. Plasmids were 
transformed into BL21-Gold(DE3) cells for expression. The Csy4 gene and the 
LgBiT were amplified from pre-existing stock in the laboratory. The SmBiT 
sequence was created by designing overlapping oligonucleotides, which were 
synthesized and purified by a commercial vendor (Integrated DNA Technologies). 
The overlapping oligonucleotides were treated with polynucleotide kinase (PNK) 
and annealed. The pieces (backbone, Csy4, LgBiT/SmBiT) were assembled into 
a fully functional plasmid with traditional subcloning techniques using unique 
enzyme restriction sites.

The plasmids used in the in vivo assay containing the pLtetO-1 and pBAD 
promoters were created using a low-copy p15a plasmid backbone. Two separate 
constructs were used, one containing the pLtetO-1 scaffold RNA sequence and 
one containing the pBAD–Csy4–LgBiT fusion protein. The two pieces were 
then ligated together along with the backbone plasmid to form the full plasmid. 
The Cse3–SmBiT containing plasmid was constructed from the in vitro assay 
Csy4–SmBiT plasmid by replacing the Csy4 gene sequence with the Cse3 one 
using traditional subcloning techniques. The Cse3 gene was amplified from a 
gene sequence synthesized and purified by a commercial vendor (Integrated DNA 
Technologies). To create the pLtetO-1 Cse3–SmBiT–Csy4–LgBiT plasmid the 
two fusion proteins genes were amplified from previously constructed plasmids 
and ligated with the p15a backbone in a three-piece ligation using standard 
molecular cloning techniques. All the scaffold RNA plasmids were created using 
the high-copy pET29b plasmid backbone with the pLlacO-1 promoter. The scaffold 
RNA sequences were created using overlapping oligonucleotides which were 
synthesized and purified by a commercial vendor (Integrated DNA Technologies), 
PNK treated, annealed then added into the backbone via traditional molecular 
cloning techniques. The remainder of the in vivo assay plasmids were created using 
the same approaches illustrated above.

To generate the cycling system constructs, the plasmid architecture was 
modified. The system consisted of the J23113 constitutive promoter with the 
protein operon downstream of it and the aTc promoter with the scaffold RNA. 
To create this plasmid, a five-piece Gibson assembly approach was used. The five 
pieces used were the backbone containing pLTetO promoter, single-cell RNA 
(scRNA) which was assembled using oligonucleotides treated with PNK (New 
England Biolabs (NEB)), the constitutive promoter J23113 flanked by two DNA 
linker sequences and the protein operon (Cse3–SmBiT–Csy4–LgBiT). All the 
fragments were mixed at equimolar ratios of 0.25 pmol and incubated with the 
NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (NEB). Unique restriction cut sites 
flanking both the scRNA sequences and the protein sequences were retained 
to allow for easy substitution of different components. To generate a plasmid 
containing the trigger sequences the ampicillin-resistant plasmid containing 
pLlacO-1 and pBAD was used as the template. Using simple restriction digests, 
the sequences downstream of the two promoters were replaced by the T1–T2 
trigger pair. The trigger sequences were created using overlapping oligonucleotides 
which were synthesized and purified by a commercial vendor (Integrated DNA 
Technologies), PNK treated, annealed then added into the backbone via traditional 
molecular cloning techniques.

To generate the direct assembly RNA plasmid, a three-piece ligation was 
performed. The backbone used was plasmid CR564 with the arabinose promoter 
sequence excised. The two scRNA hairpins with their constitutive promoters were 
created using annealed oligonucleotides treated with PNK (NEB). The two inserts 
were added at equimolar ratios at a 1:8 ratio to the vector and the reaction was 
incubated at 25 °C for 1 h, 20 °C for 1 h and 16 °C for 24 h. All remaining plasmids 
used were created using conventional cloning techniques.

For the construction of the IaaM/IaaH plasmid, IaaM and IaaH genetic 
sequences were obtained from the KEGG online gene database and ordered as 
gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies). The gBlocks were then cloned into the 
protein plasmid backbone using standard cloning techniques. For the construction 
of the AceE/AceA plasmid, the gene sequences were amplified from E. coli 
chromosomal DNA and once again cloned into the protein plasmid backbone 
using standard cloning techniques (restriction digest and ligation). Cloning had to 
be performed in two steps. First, the SmBiT sequence was replaced with the IaaH 
or AceA sequence. Following confirmation of those plasmid constructs, the LgBiT 
sequence was replaced with the IaaM/AceE sequence. All plasmid constructs 
were confirmed via either colony polymerase chain reaction or restriction digest 
confirmation (or both).

In vitro scaffold hybridization assay. The Csy4–LgBiT and Csy4–SmBiT fusion 
proteins were expressed from the corresponding plasmids in E. coli. The cultures 
were grown in TB (12 g l−1 tryptone, 24 g l−1 yeast extract, 0.4% v/v glycerol, 0.017 M 
KH2PO4 and 0.072 M K2HPO4). Expression was induced with 500 μM IPTG at 
an optical density (OD) of ~0.9. Following induction, the cultures were grown at 
20 °C for 16 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (3,000 r.p.m. for 20 min) 
and resuspended to a final OD of 15 in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM 
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supplemented with 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and 25 μg ml−1 chloramphenicol at 
37 °C. The following day these cultures were used to inoculate subcultures at an 
OD of ~0.05. The subcultures were grown to an OD of ~1.2 at which time they 
were induced with 10 ng μl−1 of aTc. Two hours post aTc induction, samples were 
taken for luminescence measurements according to the standard protocol. The 
cultures were then spun down at 2,200 r.c.f. for 5 min, the supernatant was removed 
and the bacterial pellet was washed with fresh TB supplemented with ampicillin 
(100 μg ml−1) and chloramphenicol (25 μg ml−1), and spun down once more at 
2,200 r.c.f. for 5 min. Following the second spin, the supernatant was again removed, 
and the cells were resuspended in fresh TB with the same antibiotic concentrations. 
For the sample with no cycling, no inducer was added. For the sample with cycling, 
the samples were resuspended to a final OD600 of 1.6 (to return cell density to 
appropriate levels for induction) and the medium was supplemented with 300 μM 
IPTG to induce T1. Two hours post IPTG induction, samples for luminescence 
measurements were taken again. Following that, a second media exchange was 
performed on the cultures with scaffold cycling using the procedure outlined above. 
The fresh TB added following the media exchange was supplemented with 2% 
w/v arabinose to drive T2 expression. Finally, 2 h post arabinose addition, the final 
samples for luminescence measurements were harvested.

Coimmunoprecipitation assay. For the coimmunoprecipitation assay, 
BL21-Gold(DE3) cells were transformed with plasmids CR605 and CR435. A 
culture was grown following the protocol outlined for the in vivo assay. The 
culture was induced at an OD ~1.2 with 100 ng ml−1 anhydrotetracycline and 
300 μM IPTG. Following induction, the sample was grown for 7.5 h and then 
harvested via centrifugation at 2,500 r.p.m. for 5 min. The bacterial pellet was 
resuspended in 1× Monarch DNA/RNA Protection Reagent (NEB) to a final OD 
of 5. Some 200 μl of the sample was taken and the pH was adjusted to ~7 using 
5 M NaOH (~0.25 μl). Coimmunoprecipitation was performed using protein 
G magnetic beads (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s protocol . For the 
immunoprecipitation, 2.5 μg of mouse monoclonal anti-his antibody was used 
(GenScript Biotech, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Following coimmunoprecipitation, 
the samples were analyzed using PAGE on two 7.5% SDS acrylamide gels. One 
of the gels was transferred using a standard western blot transfer protocol on 
a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was then cut in half (each half 
containing the same samples); one half was probed using mouse anti-his antibody 
(1:10,000 dilution) and the other half was probed using mouse anti-FLAG 
antibody (1:1,000 dilution). The blots were then both probed with horseradish 
peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibodies (1:8,000) and were imaged 
using Amersham ECL Prime western blotting detection reagent (GE Healthcare).

IAA production assay. For the IAA production assay, BL21-Gold(DE3) cells 
were transformed with the plasmids CR549 and CR435 or CR618. A culture was 
grown following the protocol outlined in the in vivo assay method with the only 
difference being the culture medium was 2XYT (16 g l−1 tryptone, 10 g l−1 yeast 
extract, 5 g l−1 NaCl). The culture was induced at an OD of ~1.2 (1 ng ml−1 (low 
dose) or 100 ng ml−1 (high dose) anhydrotetracycline, 300 μM IPTG or both). 
Following induction, the cultures were grown for 16 h after which the supernatant 
was harvested by centrifugation of the cultures at 5,000 r.p.m. for 5 min. 
Following that, the supernatants were analyzed on Agilent 1260 HPLC (Agilent 
Technologies) using a Zorbax Eclipse XDB C18 (Agilent Technologies) column, 
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid buffer A and acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid buffer 
B. IAA eluted at around 21 min. The standards were run in 2XYT media. Analysis 
of HPLC data was performed using OpenLab software (Agilent Technologies).

Malate production assay. For the malate assay, BL21-Gold(DE3) cells were 
transformed with the appropriate plasmids. A culture was grown following the 
protocol outlined in the in vivo assay method, the only difference being that 
the culture medium was TB supplemented with 20 g l−1 of glucose. The cultures 

were induced at an OD of ~1.2 with 100 ng μl−1 aTc, and 3, 30 and 300 μM IPTG 
depending on the induction condition. Post induction, the cultures were grown 
for 24 h, after which the OD600 was recorded, and the samples were harvested. The 
samples were spun at 5,000 r.p.m. for 5 min, after which the supernatant was stored 
at −80 °C until HPLC analysis.

The supernatants were analyzed on Agilent 1200 HPLC (Agilent) using a 
Bio-Rad organic acid analysis column, Aminex HPX-87H ion-exclusion column 
(Bio-Rad) with 5 mM sulfuric acid buffer A and acetonitrile, and water as buffer 
B. A method previously developed for bacterial metabolites was used to elute the 
compounds of interest47. The standards were TB media. Analysis of HPLC data was 
performed using OpenLab software (Agilent).

Statistical analysis. All experiments were performed in triplicate (three separate 
biological replicates) unless otherwise stated. The error bars in the graphs represent 
the standard deviation unless stated otherwise. All plotting and statistical analysis 
was performed using Microsoft Excel.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Sequences of all constructs studied are included in the Supplementary Information. 
Source data are provided with this paper. Additional data are available from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | In vitro Cas6-mediated split Nluc assembly. a) The assembly components, Csy4-LgBit, Csy4-SmBit and small RNAs A, B, and C, 
were generated through protein expression and in vitro RNA transcription. b) Production of Cas6 fusions. 7.5% SDS Acrylamide gel indicating full-length 
expression and purification of the novel fusion proteins Csy4-LgBit and Csy4-SmBit. The full length of the proteins are indicated with around on the bands. 
Legend is as follows: Sol: soluble fraction, FT: Flow through, W: Wash, E1: Elution fraction 1, E2, Elution fraction 2. c) Different in vitro components were 
mixed together and luminescence was assayed after 15 minutes of incubation. The two fusion proteins together exhibited minimal background activity 
as compared to the blank (RLU = 6). A 3-fold increase in luminescence was observed (Lg-A + Sm-B) when the RNA scaffolds added are complementary, 
while no increase was observed when the two RNA scaffolds do not have complementarity (Lg-A + Sm-C). Results are presented as mean ± s.d. of three 
biological replicates. d) 10% Urea-PAGE acrylamide gel for confirmation of in vitro transcript products. Products A, B, and C, all should have a full length of 
around 60 nt. 60 nt is identified on the gel with the red arrow on the gel.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | In vivo Cas6-mediated split Nluc assembly. (a) Original plasmid configuration for in vivo expression of the scaffold system. 
The p15a plasmid contains a tetracycline inducible promoter, under which the scaffold RNA is placed as well as an arabinose inducible promoter under 
which the protein Csy4-LgBit-his6x was placed. The pET29b plasmid contains an IPTG inducible promoter under which the Cse3-SmBit-his6x protein 
was placed. The plasmids were cotransformed in E. coli to assess initial scaffold assembly. This scaffold configuration was used for the experiment in 
Fig. 1e. (b) Western Blot probing for histidine tags of samples in the experiment in Fig. 1e. The location of each protein is denoted with an arrow on the 
left of the Western Blot. Each lane represents a different induction condition. (c) Optimized modular expression system. The two fusion proteins were 
combined onto one plasmid which was placed on the p15a plasmid under the pLtetO-1 promoter. The pET29b plasmid contains the scaffold RNA sequence 
under control of the pLlacO-1 promoter. Both plasmids were designed to be modular, having unique cut sites around each DNA sequence of interest, 
which can allow users to easily introduce new RNA scaffold sequences and/or fusion proteins. This plasmid combination was used for the experiment 
in Fig. 1f. (d) Co-immunoprecipitation schematic illustrating that upon expression of the scaffold RNA, the two fusion proteins are tethered together via 
RNA interactions and can both be pulled down via an immunoprecipitation using an anti-his antibody. Results of the Western Blot performed on the 
coimmunoprecipitation elution show successful pulldown of the Cse3-SmBit upon probing with an anti-his mouse antibody. All visible bands on the 
Western Blot are labelled accordingly.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | effect of longer 5’ RNA handles on split Nluc assembly. a) Table depicting the characteristics of the three scaffold RNA sequences 
tested. They are the same overall, with the only difference being the length of the hybridization region. The lengths tested were 13, 18, and 26 nt which 
correspond respectively to a cis, trans, and cis orientation of the two proteins when they are scaffolded. The number of RNA turns are also highlighted on 
the table. b) Fold increase in luminescence 8 hours post protein and RNA induction for each of the three different RNA scaffold constructs. Fold increase 
was calculated as the luminescence ratio of: (proteins + scaffold RNA induction)/ (proteins only induction). Induction conditions were kept the same in all 
three cases and experiments were performed in parallel. Luminescence results indicate that both proximity of proteins as well as orientation play a role on 
the assembly of the functional Nluc. Results are presented as mean ± s.d. of three biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Improved protein disassembly by mCherry mRNA with media exchange. Before mCherry mRNA induction via arabinose addition 
(blue line), the media of the cell culture was exchanged to fresh media without any IPTG or aTc (only arabinose). The luminescence of the sample with 
trigger expression (blue) drops to 60% of that of the sample with no trigger expression 1 hour post trigger induction and 3 hours post trigger induction it is 
down to 30%. This result illustrates that the slow reaction observed in Fig. 2d is due to the continued expression of the scaffold RNA due to the presence 
of IPTG in the medium. Results are presented as mean ± the range of two biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Dual plasmid system for dynamic protein assembly. Expression system for the cycling scaffold architecture. The chloramphenicol 
resistance plasmid contains the scaffold RNA under pLtetO promoter and the protein operon under the J23113 constitutive promoter system. The two 
triggers are on the ampicillin resistance plasmid, with trigger 1 under control of the pLlacO-1 promoter and trigger 2 under the pBAD promoter.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Raw luminescence data for the turn-oN system. (a) Raw Luminescence data for the direct assembly indicating that there only 
when the scaffold and proteins are induced (orange) is there a high amount of luminescent signal. (b) Raw luminescence data for the turn ON assembly 
system. RT: Regular trigger, ScThT: Scrambled toehold trigger, FSc: Fully scrambled trigger. In this case the only conditions upon which any observable 
increase in luminescence is observed is upon induction of one of the three trigger alongside the proteins (orange, green, yellow).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | expression system for indole-3-acetic acid synthesis. (a) Plasmid structure for indole-3-acetic acid using direct scaffold assembly. 
The system is the same as the on in Supplementary Fig. 2(a) except the SmBit and LgBit have now been replaced with the enzymes IaaH and IaaM. The 
unique restriction sites allowed for easy substitution of the new fusion partners with traditional subcloning techniques. (b) Plasmid structure for indol-3-
acetic acid using turn ON scaffold assembly. In this system, the scaffold RNA plasmid has been modified, such that the two separate hairpins of the turn 
ON system are constitutively expressed via the J23100 synthetic promoter, and the trigger sequence is under control of the pLlacO-1 promoter.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | expression system for enhanced malate synthesis. (a) Plasmid structure for malate enhancement using direct scaffold assembly. 
The system is the same as the on in Supplementary Fig. 7(a) except the IaaH and IaaM have now been replaced with the enzymes AceA and AceE. The 
unique restriction sites allowed for easy substitution of the new fusion partners with traditional subcloning techniques. (b) Plasmid structure for malate 
enhancement using turn ON scaffold assembly. In this system, the scaffold RNA plasmid has been modified, such that the two separate hairpins of the 
turn ON system are constitutively expressed via the J23100 synthetic promoter, and the trigger sequence is under control of the pLlacO-1 promoter.
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